
THE TASTING PANEL
There is no better way to get up close and personal with a hop than to 
drink a single-hop beer. See what they add to all these different styles.

Tø Øl Sur Sorachi
There is a lot going on with this pale ale. For a start, it is gently soured by lactobacillus, 
which creates a tart, lemony edge. Second, it’s hopped with what has to be the most 
divisive hop on earth. Originally bred to be a higher alpha version of Czech Saaz, it 
has notes of lemon peel or curd, making it an ideal hop for lightly soured beers. From 
there, though, things get a bit weird and everyone finds something different in the 
aroma – anything from dill and lemongrass to tea, spearmint or even coconut.

Kernel Pale Ale Mosaic 
Mosaic has gone from a niche hop a few years ago to one of the most in-demand 
hops in the world thanks to its glorious tangy, Juicy Fruit gum aroma and puckering 
bitterness. Kernel’s hazy, bitter pale ales are the perfect style for this hop – making for 
a chewy, explosively fruity beer that reminds you just how good Kernel are.

Siren Middle Finger Discount
The second mosaic beer in this box, but it couldn’t be more different. Here, rather than 
the Juicy Fruit element that the Kernel beer displays, you get a deep, dank and ever 
so slightly tropical note that matches nicely with the spicy, bright woody flavours that 
come from the cedar wood the beer has been spun on.

De Dolle Arabier
We love this beer. Not only is it perhaps the best, most complex Belgian strong ale in 
the world, but it’s also a giant middle finger to all the other Belgian breweries – or at 
least it was when it was first brewed. You see, this beer is massively bitter; it properly 
stings your gums. Even the head brewer and founder, Kris Herteleer, admits that the 
first sip is a bit much, but his use of spicy Belgian Nugget hops cut right through the 
sweet malt and back up that little hint of bretty funkiness that threatens to derail this 
supposedly clean, bready style of beer.

Northern Monk Heathen
Few phrases in the beer world set our hearts beating faster than “all-citra”, and Northern 
Monk’s New England IPA delivers on the promise. Along with the soft, peachy esters 
and even softer bitterness and mouthfeel comes an absolute riot of grapefruit, orange 
and mango. The move to 440ml cans for this beer is a relief, because it’s disconcerting 
for the drink to be able to put away an IPA in three gulps.

Cloudwater Saison Tettnanger
Tettnanger is a classic German hop used throughout the country to add a noble, lemon 
and spice note to helles and pilsners. If that seems a little safe for Cloudwater, it’s the 
perfect choice for a traditional saison, playing with the spicy yeast and while not allowing 



lots of bitterness to distract from it. Of course, Cloudwater undo all that subtlety by 
throwing loads of chuckleberries in the boil (apparently a cross of gooseberry and a 
jostaberry [itself apparently a hybrid of a gooseberry and a blackcurrant]). The result 
it a unusual beer that still somehow retains that noble character of the traditional hop.

Lervig Simcoe
This three-way collaboration between us, the Hop Locker and Lervig came about 
though a mutual love of Lervig Tasty Juice (their all-citra New England IPA) and the 
dank, piney goodness that is Simcoe. While most brewers use the modern, juicier hops 
for their hazy, low-bitterness IPAs, this beer removes much of the juice and instead 
ramps up the pine, resin and lightly herbal character that adds more contrast to a style 
that is quite often a little samey.

Mikkeller Nelson Sauvin Session IPA
Nelson Sauvin is one of those hops that can be easily picked out – it’s not quite Sorachi-
scream-in-your-face or citra-probably-in-there-because-it’s-in-everything obvious, but 
along with the biting bitterness and those classic pine, grapefruity it has a distinct 
white grape and gooseberry edge to it. When mixed with other hops it can fade to the 
background pretty quickly, but onit own those characteristics are rich and unlike any 
other hop in the world – just like in this edition of Mikkeller’s single hop sessions.

Burning Sky Hallertau Blanc
This full-bodied American pale ale was pretty much only brewed so Mark, the head 
brewer, could play around with this gorgeous hop. One of a number of derivations of 
the Hallertau hop, Blanc is named as such because of its distinct white grape aroma 
(with less acidity that Nelson) as well as some lovely, soft passion fruit juiciness. The 
result is a subtle sweet aroma, smooth and rounded noble bitterness and a clean, 
rasping bitter finish.

Hacker-Pschorr Gold
We like to sneak a German lager in whenever we can because, frankly, they are some 
of the most drinkable beers on the planet. This is our favourite “premium strength” 
lager from Bavaria, weighing in at a suprisingly pokey 5.5%. The rich, amber colour 
and digestive biscuit flavours are countered by two varieties (wait for it ) of one hop, 
meaning it just squeeks into our box. Hallertau Herkules gives it a big bitter bite to 
cut through the sweetness, while Hallertau Tradition adds almost none at all, instead 
balancing the beer with lots of lemon, fresh grass and just a hint of dry spiciness. 
People don’t really associate German lager with hops, but when you drink and think at 
the same time, you can taste just how much has gone in.


